
DEPOSCO BRIGHT
WAREHOUSE

EXTENDED PROFILE



OVERVIEW

Deposco is the industry’s only end-to-end supply chain fulfillment solution that uniquely combines a
warehouse management system (WMS) with order management and DOM functionality in one cloud
platform. Fast-growing retail, e-commerce, manufacturing, and 3PL businesses use Deposco to simplify,
accelerate, and optimize everything touching their fulfillment operations to fuel growth fast.

KEY FEATURES:

Zero-lag, enterprise-grade visibility and synching for inventory, order updates, supplier management,
and third-party system applications
System-directed decisions and rich insights on staff performance, costs, customer behaviors, and
more
Fast, paperless picking and labor-saving automation to optimize workflows with barcoding, labeling,
cross-docking, and returns - keep pulling orders without snags
150+ pre-built software integrations with ERPs, shipping carriers, marketplaces, and 3PLs - ultra-fast
time to value with minimal IT involvement Immediate labor and cost reductions, shipping speeds
under 24 hours, +99% order accuracy, and freedom to roll out new technologies rapidly

PROS:

2-in-1 system: Tier 1 WMS and fully integrated OMS functionality in a clean User Interface that can
be learned in minutes
Efficient and configurable: business rules-based dashboards, automated on-floor decisions, and
recommendations to cut costs and remove points of error
Modern architecture: an extensive library of pre-built software integrations and security tools allows
frequent upgrades to respond to shifting consumer demands and market pressures at a lower cost
Specialized solutions for 3PLs: integrate warehouse management and order fulfillment to manage
time-intensive or complex client needs, including billing



Extensive Professional Services backed by consistent, proven results: 63% YOY increase in
shipping volume, 67% top-line growth, 77% reduction in fulfillment costs, 4-9x boost in shipping
volume



SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION

OVERVIEW

PRODUCT NAME Deposco Bright Warehouse

PLATFORM

CLOUD

INSTALLED

SOFTWARE FEATURES

BARCODING/SERIAL TRACKING

BILLING

CROSS DOCKING

FORECASTING

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

KITTING

ORDER MANAGEMENT

PART TRACKING



PICKING & PACKING

PRODUCT ROTATION/SHELF LIFE

PURCHASING

REAL-TIME DATA

RECEIVING & PUTAWAY

REPORTING & ANALYTICS

RETURNS/RECALLS

SHIPPING MANAGEMENT

STAGING

THIRD PARTY PLUGINS

WAREHOUSE MAP

WIRELESS WAREHOUSE

WORKFORCE/LOAD MANAGEMENT

YARD MANAGEMENT

MOBILE

ANDROID APP

IOS APP

OTHER CAPABILITIES

CUSTOMER SIZE

SMALL



MEDIUM

ENTERPRISE

FURTHER INFORMATION
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